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Sticky Note
Has anyone told you there is no point in studying art as there is no money in it. This is why you should The Create Industry biggest and fast growing industry sector?  This year alone  creative industries contribute £92billion to the Uk economy. There are jobs to do with art and design in many industries, whether you actually want a career as an artist or designer There are other related jobs outside the world of art.  Why would you not be part of the biggest growing industry?
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If you are passionate about art and you love being creative :- you love drawing &  making things ? this is the course is for you.  Why would you not be part of the biggest growing industry. 
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When peolpe ask me why 
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	Text Field 1: There is no point in studying art as there is no money in it. If you think that, you are wrong! The creative arts Industry is the biggest and fast growing industry sector.  This year alone, creative industries contributed £92billion to the UK economy. There are art & design related careers in many sectors, not just as artists.  You could work for top magazines, social media firms or in Advertising for top businesses. Why would you not be part of the biggest growing industry?
	Text Field 2: Term 1- Recording and ExperimentingYou will be broadening your observation skills and developing your fundamental art skills using paints, printing techniques & ceramics. You will be developing artistic confidence by using a sketchbook to document your creative journey.Term 2- Developing ideas through Investigation and Personal ResponseYou will continue with your creative journey exploring two  of the following disciplines: painting, printing or ceramics. There will be different challenges to inspire you to produce creative outcomes by using your problem solving & risk taking skills.Term 3- Portfolio and Final OutcomeYou will focus on producing  a creative and artistic final outcome working with one or combining two  of art disciplines: painting, printing or ceramics. You will finalise your portfolio of work to showcase. 
	Text Field 3: PortfolioArts Exhibition Lead Art Clubs
	Text Field 4: London Galleries - Tate Britain, Tate ModernSaatchi , National Gallery , National Portrait Gallery,  White CubeLocal Artist studiosPlaces of inspiration - Natural History Museum, Kew Gardens, Alexander Palace & Henry Moore Foundation
	Text Field 5: How to Draw Cool Stuff - Catherine V HolmesJust Draw it - Sam Piyasana & Beverley PhilipSources of Inspiration - Carolyn GendersKey Painting Fur & Feathers - Rachel Rubin Wolf Experimental Flowers in Watercolours- Ann Blockey                                                                                           
	Text Field 6: ImaginationCreativityObservationExpressionAnalyticalConcentration & Focus
	Text Field 7: Presentation Problem-solvingCritical thinking & evaluation Empathy Self-motivation Independence Resilience Perseverance Community roles & responsibility Curiosity
	Text Field 8: Art & DesignCeramics3 Dimensional DesignGraphic Design Photography Textile Design  
	Text Field 9: Animator/ Cartoonist Architect/ Interior DesignerArtistArt Critique 3D Designer Fashion & Textile Designer Graphic Designer Illustrator SculptureJewellery Designer Maker & Model MakerTattoo Artist 
	Subject: Print, Paint & Pottery


